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ABSTRCT 
To cope with the problems of information overloading and low signal to noise ratio, a number of 

potential solutions based on information filtering or web mining have been proposed. In this paper, we 
present a hybrid information filtering mechanism into the development of a recommendation system 
for distance learning. The web pages and users’ logs are represented into vector profiles first. The 
resulting profiles, then, are classified into peer-group based on fuzzy clustering. The similarity among 
profiles is characterized as a membership function allowing system to provide recommendation 
flexibly. Case-based reasoning is also incorporated into the system to support the controlling of 
browsing order in e-Learning. Besides, in order to catch the rapid changes of users’ interests, a 
corresponding feedback mechanism is also included. Finally, we have also implemented a web site, 
On-Line Learner (OLLer), and set up several experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of our system. 
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ABSTRCT 
To cope with the problems of information overloading 
and low signal to noise ratio, a number of potential 
solutions based on information filtering or web mining 
have been proposed. In this paper, we present a hybrid 
information filtering mechanism into the development of a 
recommendation system for distance learning. The web 
pages and users’ logs are represented into vector profiles 
first. The resulting profiles, then, are classified into peer-
group based on fuzzy clustering. The similarity among 
profiles is characterized as a membership function 
allowing system to provide recommendation flexibly. 
Case-based reasoning is also incorporated into the system 
to support the controlling of browsing order in e-Learning. 
Besides, in order to catch the rapid changes of users’ 
interests, a corresponding feedback mechanism is also 
included. Finally, we have also implemented a web site, 
On-Line Learner (OLLer), and set up several experiments 
to evaluate the effectiveness of our system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Rapid development of Internet makes users differentiating 
what information is really needed more difficult. Even if 
users can filter web pages that do not match the query 
through search engines, the number of resulting web 
pages is still amazing large. On the other hand, the web 
where browsing one site from another requires only two 
or three clicks makes service providers competing with 
each other fiercely. It is not enough to meet users’ diverse 
tastes with traditional and static contents. In other words, 
to make information personalized is highly desirable. 
While facing overloaded information, it is better to allow 
system with the ability of analyzing users’ profiles 
providing information needed automatically, rather than to 
make users worried about which query is appropriate. 
Similarly, for diverse users, the system needs to provide 
right services to right users as well.  

To cope with the problems of information 
overloading and low signal to noise ratio, a number of 
potential solutions based on information filtering 
[1,3,7,10,11,13,15] or web mining [8,9,12] have been 
proposed. Specifically, a content-based filtering, such as 
CASPER project [3], provides recommendation by 
analyzing the content items rated in the past. Then, in 
[10,15], a collaborative filtering measures the similarity 
between users’ profiles, and gives recommendation with 
the suggestion of like-minded users. While both of 
content-based filtering and collaborative filtering are 
sound approaches, there are shortcomings as well. As a 
result, various hybrid filtering techniques have been 
proposed [1,7,11]. 

In this paper, we present a hybrid information 
filtering mechanism into the development of a 
recommendation system for distance learning. The web 
pages and users’ logs are represented into vector profiles 
first. The resulting profiles, then, are classified into peer-
group based on fuzzy clustering. The similarity among 
profiles is characterized as a membership function 
allowing system to provide recommendation flexibly. 
Case-based reasoning is also incorporated into the system 
to support the controlling of browsing order in e-Learning. 
Besides, in order to catch the rapid changes of users’ 
interests, a corresponding feedback mechanism is 
included.  Finally, to evaluate the effectiveness of our 
system, experimental results are also presented. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 presents the design of a recommendation system 
for e-Learning, including the system architecture, vector 
profiles, peer-group generation, inference routine, and 
feedback mechanism. In Section 3, we, then, discuss the 
performance evaluation and experimental results followed 
by some concluding remarks in Section 4. 
 

2. SYSTEM DESIGN 
2.1 Architecture 
A recommendation system is often meant to provide 
personalized services based on users’ behavior in the past. 
Conversely, users’ active sessions also trigger system to 



update its knowledge in order to make future services 
closer to what users really need. Consequently, from a 
programmer’s perspective, a recommendation system can 
be illustrated as Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: The architecture of a recommendation 
system for e-Learning 

         
In Figure 1, the task of profile generator is to 

transform source data into vector profiles; profile 
clustering, then, analyzes the profiles to uncover relation 
among users or articles with fuzzy clustering algorithms. 
Based on the similarity between users’ profiles and 
content profiles, inference engine provides suitable 
recommendation after some operations. Finally, as users’ 
interests changing, feedback processor is to update the 
knowledge base to prevent recommendation from being 
out of date.  

In what follows, we give the details of vector profiles, 
peer-group generation, inference routine, and feedback 
mechanism in our system. 
 
2.2 Vector Profiles 
According to different sources of data, mainly articles, 
users’ registration data, and access records left by users, 
they can be characterized into proper vector formats as 
follows.  
 Content Feature Vector (CFV) 
Adopted from the function in [13], each article can be 
translated into a vector ( ) , where w  
denotes the weight of i th keyword in the article.  

ni wwww ,...,,..., 21 i

 User Behavior Vector (UBV) 
While Boolean Model [6] can be utilized to record 
users’ browsing paths generally, it is not scalable. The 
dimension of model increases rapidly as the web site 
becomes larger. Moreover, a factor that pages visited 
are extremely fewer than those of the site makes it 
storing inefficiently. To address this, besides storing 
only the articles visited, we also take browsing sequence 
and time spent into consideration. As a result, the 
behavior of a particular user can be represented as a 
tuple: 
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where  denotes the visited article; Tia
ia  indicates the 

time spent in article . ia
 User Domain Vector (UDV) 
As users enter the system at first time, they will be 
asked to provide some background (i.e. sex, job, 
marriage status, age, education degree, and residence, 
etc). Then, each user’s domain information is 
characterized as ( , where v  denotes the 
value of i th attribute. 

),...,,..,, 21 ni vvvv i

 User Preference Vector (UPV) 
In order to facilitate clustering and comparison later, the 
format of UPV is derived from CFV, ( ) . 
The element of UPV is calculated with following 
formula 
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where indicates the total time spent and T  is time 

spent in article a . Moreover, CFV is the content 
feature vector of the article a . A UPV represents a 
user’s preference of keywords based on CFVs.  
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2.3 Peer-Group Generation 
Here, we adopt SCM [14] to uncover the relation among 
objects. Not only does the membership of fuzzy clustering 
make collection of like-minded users’ suggestion more 
flexible, but also facilitates selection of personalized 
articles. In distance education, we could have the 
following peer-groups. 
 Article Cluster 
Articles with similar subjects are classified into the 
same group.  
 User Interest Community 
Similarly, users with similar interests belong to the same 
cluster. The system updates UPV of a particular user in 
accordance with associated recent usage and re-
classified the user into new group, if necessary. In other 
words, users are not always in fixed interest community.  
 User Domain Community 
Without considering browsing behavior, users within 
the same community have the similar background. 
Unlike User Interest Community, User Domain 
Community generated with users’ registration data is 
more stable 

 
2.4 Inference Routine 
Based on knowledge base built with resulting peer-groups 
inference engine provides personalized articles, and its 
inner structure is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Inner structure of inference engine 
 

In Figure 2, suggestion collector is responsible for 
gathering the suggestion of like-minded users, and is used 
only for collaborative filtering. After selecting like-
minded users based on memberships of the active user, it 
sums up their UPVs as a hybrid vector profile. Then, the 
task of page finder is to choose suitable articles for 
recommendation. Unlike suggestion collector, it supports 
content-based and collaborative filtering both. Its input is 
either a summation of like-minded users’ UPVs for 
collaborative filtering or a CFV for content-based filtering. 
If its input is a hybrid profile, a peer-group is selected 
with cosine vector similarity [13] firstly, and then some 
articles are picked from the peer-group. Nevertheless, for 
content-based filtering, page finder simply chooses 
articles which memberships are similar to those of the 
CFV. 

Note that the system does not recommend the 
resulting articles directly, because it has to be restricted by 
PageTopology, a component designed specifically for e-
Learning. The order of recommended pages in e-Learning 
is more significant than that of other areas. Clearly, a way 
from easy articles to difficult ones makes users learning 
more efficiently. Not only does PageTpology record the 
most popular learning paths, but also stores some huristic 
rules. For example, PageTopology contains following 
page orders, {(wireless technology, GSM, GPRS), 
(wireless technology, Bluetooth), (wireless technology, 
wireless LAN)}. Then, given a user read articles about 
wireless technology and Bluetooth, whereas the articles 
selected by page finder are about GPRS and wireless 
LAN. According to PageTopology, the user has better to 
realize GSM before reading GPRS. As a result, system 
will provide the articles about GPRS and GSM both, 
because the user may not involve GSM before. This 
mechanism ensures that users learn step by step and 
prevents beginners from starting in difficult articles. 
 
2.5 Feedback Mechanism 

With the articles read by users accumulating, the 
change of UPV will trigger profile cluster to re-classify. 
On the other hand, a constant between 0 and 1 need to 
multiply by UPV. This mechanism reduces the effects of 
users’ past preferences because times of multiplication of 

the order preference is more than those of the newer one. 
This constant controls the percentage of users’ recent 
preference affecting the recommendation. 

Then, before updating PageTopology, we have to 
clarify the relation of pages in traversal references firstly. 
MFR algorithm [4] is used to eliminate the case that some 
pages are revisited because of its location, rather than its 
content. According the transitivity of paths, we can split a 
browsing path into several sub-paths in order to facilitate 
modification. Assume that a page reference {C,B,A} 
followed by 80% users, i.e. the degree of support is 0.8, 
and it can be split into two page references {C,B} and 
{B,A} with same support 0.8. Also, if there is a page 
reference {A,B,C,D} with support 0.7 in PageTopology, 
similarly, {A,B},{B,C} ,and {C,D} with support 0.7 are 
obtained. Then, the paired-pages with higher support 
replace those with lower support. Consequently, a new 
page reference {C,B,A} with support 0.8 is generated, and 
the page reference {C,D} with support 0.7 is reserved. 
The degree of support is calculated by the formula,  
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where  is the number of users who read the articles of 
order o , and count  indicates the number of users who 

follow the order .  
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3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
3.1 Experimental Settings 
To evaluate the effectiveness of our design, we have 
implemented a web site, On-Line Learner (OLLer). A 
dozen of papers about information filtering techniques, 
and eight articles about data mining [2] are selected for 
this evaluation. Also, the keyword thesaurus is built based 
on corresponding bibliographic data. The number of 
simulated users is almost 10,000, and the majority are 
college professors and students. Then, we define their 
behavior as three types: long-term users, short-term users, 
and naïve users. Besides, the percentage of long-term 
preference users is 70% among one-month web log files 
following the format of IIS Server Web Log.  
 
3.2 Experimental Results 
We describe several preliminary experiments as follows.  
 Articles Clustering Test: In this test, OLLer divides 

articles into three clusters. Then, two articles with high 
and similar memberships are selected from two clusters 
respectively, and their CFVs are illustrated with Figure 
3. The x-axis of Figure 3 is a set of related keywords; 
the y-axis indicates the weight of the 
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Figure 3: The features of clusters 

 

(c) The hybrid user profile (d) The CFV of collaborative recommendation
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Figure 4: The Long-term User Test 

 
 

keyword. From the value of each keyword, it is obvious 
that the features of articles within same cluster are 
similar, and that the features between clusters are 
different. Based on the articles users read, OLLer will 
provide related articles by comparing with 
memberships. Consequently, not only does the results 
show the clustering validity, but also the quality of 
content-based recommendation is guaranteed. 

 Long-term Users Test: During three recent accesses, 
feedback processor updates the corresponding user 
profile based on articles the user selected. Figure 4(a) 
shows the change of the user profile. Since the values 
of keywords do not change drastically, the user can be 

considered a long-term user who always read articles 
with similar topics. The x-axis of Figure 4 is partial 
keywords and y-axis is the weight of corresponding 
keyword.  

Note that owing to the independence of content-
based recommendation and user profiles, this 
experiment only aims at the collaborative 
recommendation. Firstly, OLLer will select like-
minded users shown in Figure 4(b), and sums up their 
UPVs into a hybrid profile in Figure 4(c). While the 
second and the third like-minded users are not similar 
with the first, all of them have something in common, 
such as the weights of 11th and 15th keyword. With 
collaborative filtering, OLLer does not restrict its 
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Figure 5: The Short-term User Test  
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Figure 6: The Naïve Users Test 

 
 

recommendation only within users’ past preference. 
This way may uncover potential fields users have not 
involved yet.  

 Short-term Users Test: Figure 5(a) depicts the profile 
of the user whose preference changes in less than three 
accesses. Similarly, OLLer selects like-minded users, 
and generate a hybrid profile based on Figure 5 (a). We 
pick fifteen keywords to illustrate the CFV of 
collaborative recommendation with Figure 5(b). Even if 
users’ preference varies rapidly, OLLer provides 
personalized articles by referring the user’s new 
preference.  

 Naïve Users Test: The targets of this experiment are 
the users without any particular preference, so called 
naïve users. The typical characteristics of their user 
profiles are low value for each keyword shown in 
Figure 6 (a). Besides, this experiment also demonstrates 
the effectiveness of PageTopology. According to 
PageTopology, the original recommended article is 
difficult for this case, so OLLer prompts to take some 
requisites before reading the article. Of course, users 
still can continue learning without reading other articles 
in advance. The CFV of collaborative recommendation 
is depicted in Figure 6 (b). Not only does the resulting 

recommendation cover past preference, but also 
includes new topics users may be interested in. 

 New Arrival Test: This experiment demonstrates how 
to solve the cold-start problem of traditional 
collaborative systems with User Domain Community 
and content-based filtering. Collaborative filtering 
mainly depends on suggestion of like-minded users. 
Consequently, quality of collaborative filtering is not 
guaranteed as users’ preference is out of ordinary. 
Especially, this case often occurs when web site is 
established initially. In this case, OLLer will select the 
users with similar background rather than like-minded 
users. Similarly, OLLer obtains a hybrid user profile 
and pick several articles for recommendation. If it is 
also difficult to select users with similar background, 
content-based filtering will provide users related 
articles in accordance with users’ active sessions. In 
OLLer, both content-based recommendation and User 
Domain Community eliminate effects from the cold-
start problem. 

 
4. CONCLUSION 
 



We have presented a recommendation system for e-
Learning based on hybrid filtering and fuzzy clustering. 
While our approach shows some promising results, many 
work remain to be done, including extra assessment 
strategies and multi-media processing.  
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